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Post- return monitoring in areas of return- Alisherzai, central Kurrum 

May 2014 

 

 

 

I. Background 

Return to Ali Sherzai was agreed on 16th January 2014 in Return Task Force meeting held after the de-

notification of 50 villages in central Kurram Agency. While in displacement, IDPs originating from Ali 

Sherzai were scattered in Kohat, Peshawar, Hangu and D.I.Khan districts with a total population of 

4,549 registered families. Of this total, 1366 families live in New Durrani camp and 3,183 in off-camp 

settlements. 

The protection cluster, fulfilling its mandate as per the return SOPs, conducted a Return Intention Survey 

(RIS) to assess the voluntary nature of the intention to return and their overall preparedness. 

Subsequently, the cluster has also continuously undertaken return monitoring exercises at embarkation 

point in New Durrani camp.1 

Voluntary return to Ali Sherzai in central Kurrum started on 2nd April 2014 from the embarkation point 

of New Durrani Camp in Kurrum agency and winded up on 14th April, leading to a total of 13 days 

activity.  

                                                           
1 Both reports can be found at 

https://pak.humanitarianresponse.info/search/type/document/clusters/93?search_api_views_fulltext=&page=

2 

 

https://pak.humanitarianresponse.info/search/type/document/clusters/93?search_api_views_fulltext=&page=2
https://pak.humanitarianresponse.info/search/type/document/clusters/93?search_api_views_fulltext=&page=2
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13 – 17 18 – 39 40- 60 > 60

6th April 2014 Tindo, Waam, Warasta, Kurham 5 8 9 9 3 29

9th April 2014 Marghan, Sadda, Kotkai, 3 7 14 4 5 30

10th April 2014 Langaro, Shamkhi, Ado, Zangai 4 6 13 13 13 45

11th April 2014 Tandori, Langaro 2 0 0 1 1 2

12th April 2014 Shamkhi 1 0 0 1 1 2

13th April 2014 Talpaka, Chilyaro, Silyaro 3 4 16 15 5 40

14th April 2014 Kharasha, Gul Yangay, Zangai 3 7 12 17 7 43

21st April 2014 Shenpanai, Tatang Kali 2 5 10 9 3 27

22nd April 2014
Shaghi, Faqir Shah Kalay, 

Mazrina Kalay
3 9 10 11 3 33

23rd April 2014
Jabba, Naway Jabba, Naway 

Kalay
4 9 15 17 5 46

24th April 2014
Mamozo Kalay, Mirdo Tang, 

Kari Garo Kalay
3 8 15 12 8 43

33 63 114 109 54 340Total 

Date
No of FGDs & KI 

conducted

Age Group
TOTALPlace/villages

Return Monitoring in Areas of Return

 

 

II. Consultations with returnees 

Consultations with returnees conducted in areas of return are essential in the framework of return 

monitoring in order to observe and mitigate any protection related issue. Consultations in areas of 

return conducted by SRSP staff started on 6th April and ended on 24th 2014. In total 28 Focus Group 

Discussions (FGDs) and 5 Key Informants (KIs) were consulted, representing 340 individuals in 26 

villages of Ali Sherzai central Kurram agency. All the consultations took place with male community 

members only due cultural restrictions in returned areas as the staff had no access to women. 

 

Table 1: Overview of conducted session in areas of return in Ali Sherzai 

 

 

III. Awareness Sessions 

Community awareness sessions on civil documentation in the areas of return Ali Sherzai were 

conducted.  Ten awareness sessions took place reaching 120 returnees in 10 villages in Ali Sherzai- 

Shenpani, Tatang Kali, Shaghi, Faqir Kaly, Mazrian, Naway Jabba, Mamozo kalay, Mirdo Tang, Jabba 

and Kari Garo Kalay. These sessions were conducted in community gathering places such as hujra, 

open spaces mosques with male community members only (female staff of SRSP could not be 

deployed for this exercise in areas of return in Ali Sherzai). 
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IV. Findings of consultations with returnees 

 

1) Return Process 

 

All the consulted respondents stated that are happy with the return process as it was very well 

organized. There was no forced return noticed or documented. Majority of consulted 

returnees responded that they were informed about the return process by Government 

authorities and local elders. Only 10% of them learnt about the return through media and 

relatives. 

All the returnees had enough information about their areas of return. Consulted returnees in 

Ali Sherzai did not express any plans to return back to areas of displacement. 

In overall it was shared and observed that all consulted returnees were satisfied with the 

return and arrangement except 5% of respondents who suggested that it was time consuming 

and generally the overall return process should be speeded up. Few consulted returnees 

suggested that while planning a return, weather situation should be kept in mind as the rain 

was impeding the process. 

 

2) General Situation and Security in Areas of Return 

 

Consulted returnees reported that they were feeling safe in areas of return.  All the returnees 

are free to move anywhere in their villages and surrounding areas. 5% respondents shared that 

of returnees are missing their legal documents such as CNIC it may create problem while 

moving around in future especially on check posts. They reported that marriages and death 

certificates are not important for them. In this regard, awareness sessions on importance of 

civil documentation was delivered in ten villages in areas of return by SRSP staff. 

There was no incident reported since they returned. 90% of key informants consulted shared 

that they rely on jirga under which they have formed Village Peace Committees also called 

Islahi Committee, while 10% of responses indicated that they would seek the local authority 

which is political administration. Only 30% of the respondents received some type of Mine and 

Risk Education at New Durrani Camp while the rest received the sessions in areas of return.  

 

3) Specific Concerns of Women and Children 

 

Though the women were not interviewed due to cultural sensitivity as the staff was only 

represented by men, they were indirectly part of discussions with male community members 

in the 26 villages. It was noted that on average 10 % of returnees are females’ head of 

households, assisted by relatives and neighbors. 60% of the respondents shared that shelter is 

the main concern of their women among which 50% reported that their shelters were partially 
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damaged while 50% completely damaged.  40% highlighted water; food and heath as the main 

challenges for the women to cope with after their return. No arrangement was done in these 

sectors prior to their return.  

They have shown no concern over their safety and security as no incident happened as 

reported by male communities. There is no major change occurred in their lives and it is the 

same before the conflict, responded by the interviewed male community members. However 

majority of the community members were worried about children’ future as there are no 

proper schools, playgrounds, hospitals and drinking water facilities in areas of return. Almost 

10% older persons were reported who were assisted during and after return by their own 

family members in a dignified manner according to their traditions. 

 

4) Relationship within the Communities 

20% of the responses received noted that now the bonds among the communities became 

stronger after the conflict since they all passed through the same difficult situations all 

together. They came nearer to each other and the relations among them were strengthened. 

Almost 90% of respondents said that there is no such change in relations observed and it is 

exactly the same. Only three of consulted members stated that at the moment there is no such 

dispute among the returned communities however sometimes disputes on land and property 

emerge. Furthermore, at present, Army on check posts and Political Administration are 

treating them equally and are easy to approach by the returnees.  

 

5) Personal Documentation and Legal Aid 

 

All the consulted members stated that CNIC is the most important document and all of them 

had it. There is no single person more than 18 years old who was lacking CNIC. There was only 

one respondent who stated that  IDPs registration is the most important document they 

should have as it lead to  onward assistance. They have added that without CNIC, there are a 

lot of difficulties such as not being allowed to enter areas through security check posts. 

Regarding obstacles while obtaining these documents, the majority of the population pointed 

out three main issues- fees, distance of NADRA office and lack of relevant authorities such as 

NADRA in Ali Sherzai. A very few of them stated that they had not enough information of how 

to get these documents. The community was asked that by whom they are assisted in case 

they are applying for such documentation. A mixture of responses was received such as by 

local elders, Political Administrations, teachers, village committees as well some Government 

officials. Only four consulted members stated that they don’t have access to legal assistance 

while the rest had a positive response.  

 

 

6) Land and Property 
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All the consulted community members reported that they only need legal assistance in regards 

to land and property and sometimes forest and hills property related issues. 100% of the 

respondents have access to their own homes, land and property after their return- no houses 

are occupied. Majority have farming land where there is no military occupation over the land. 

All of the consulted returnees said that Jirga is the main source to resolve land disputes if any. 

Only 20% of respondents have some type of information on compensation from the  

Government and the rest representing 80% was not aware about the compensations. Only one 

of the interviewed community members had applied for the compensation.  

 

7) Livelihood 

Majority of the interviewed returnees stated that they have not changed their 

livelihood/income source after return. The only livelihood source is farming and agriculture 

land they rely on. However there are some issues to restart their income source since it has 

been too long that the land has not been cultivated. Lack of water, and farming tools are the 

main ingredients that create hindrance in restarting the cultivation. They have not received any 

assistance for livelihood from any of the agency. The only assistance received as reported was 

return food package, NFIs, hygiene kits and transportation.  

 

8) Access to Services 

 

 Health facilities have adversely been affected by the conflict and that is the reason only 

2% of the respondents are having access to health facilities while the rest representing 

98%  of respondent shave no access at all. The only heath facilities in local areas that 

the local communities used to rely on are now completely damaged during the conflict.  

 Reportedly 90% of the schools have been damaged by the conflict while the rest 10% 

are non functional and are lacking the basic facilitations. No child was reported as going 

to school throughout the 26 visited returned villages.  

 Some 30% of the respondents have access to water which is mostly from natural 

resources. The rest of respondents representing 70% don’t have proper access to water 

as it has also been adversely affected by conflict.  

 Transportation facilities are available up to few villages and are not fully functioning as 

roads have been damaged. 

 Apart from the protection monitoring, two teams of SRSP were moved to the villages of 

Ali Sherzai in order to assess and identify the needs for the shelters. During this survey, 

a total of 579 shelters were visited whereas 489 were partially damaged and 90 were 

completely damaged. The same was the response received from the community during 

these discussions. They all uttered that shelter as the most important and immediate 

need.  
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V. Recommendations 

 

 Shelter assistance shall be provided to the families with fully and partially damaged 

houses as per the assessment conducted in areas of return (Shelter cluster) 

 

 Education facilities shall be restored in Ali Sherzai, starting with emergency education 

structure so as to allow the children to continue their education they were pursuing in 

displacement (Education cluster) 

 

 Health facilities shall be restored in areas of return (Government, health cluster) 

 

 House and land compensation to be distributed to returnees (Government) 

 

 Recreational activities and psychosocial support to children shall be provided in Ali 

Sherzai area of return (Protection cluster) 

 

   
 

 

 

FGDs and awareness raising sessions conducted by SRSP in  Ali Sherzai
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